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Will ASB funds be used?

Senate to vote
on S. African
student
by Linda Pope
Whether or not ASB funds will be
used in conjunction with University
funds to finance the four-year education of a black South African student
here at UPS will be determined in an
ASUPS Senate vote next Tuesday.
The vote comes as a response to
the administration's offer to pay
50% of the tuition, room, and board
expenses for such a student if ASB
would match that amount with its
own funds. The proposal was first
issued by President Phibbs several
years ago, and has been rejected by
two past ASUPS presidents. Phibbs
presented the offer once again to the
current president, John Pilcher.
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South

The student would be sponsored
through the South African Education
Program. Established in 1979 by
U.S. organizations, the program attempts to remedy the lack of education opportunities available to blacks
in South Africa. Since its inception,
the program has placed 210 students
in U.S. colleges and universities
through scholarships provided by individual institutions. The program
also receives funding from private
foundations, 45 U.S. multinational
corporations, and a large annual grant
($3 million in 1983) from the U.S.
Agency for International Development, which is administered by the
State Department.
The program boasts a high success
rate after four years of operation.
Students have maintained a
cumulative grade point average slightly below a B and only two have failed
and had to withdraw. All 35 who
have completed their education have
returned to South Africa; most now
hold significant positions not
previously held by blacks.
,Qyer 100 other U.S. colleges and
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universities currently sponsor black
South African students. Pilcher says
that ASUPS has been in contact with
a number of other West Coast institutions currently hosting students,
among them are Pomona College,
UCLA, and the University of
Oregon. Response from each of these
schools has been extremely favorable,
he says. Their programs differ from
that proposed at UPS, however, for
funding is provided entirely by the administration.
The issue of co-sponsorship has
held up action on the project here for
several years as ASUPS presidents
have not been convinced that student
body funds should be spent on such
endeavors. However, Phibbs regards
co-sponsorship as crucial to the program. ''We want to insure that when
students become concerned about a
problem that they make some
sacrifice,'' he said. ''It is easy to say
you do something, it is more difficult,
and more meaningful, to do
something yourself."
Pilcher agrees that students will
benefit by taking part in the program
in this way, but adds that it would be
a totally new undertaking for the student body. "We would be setting a
precedent by using ASB funds in this
way," he said, ''we have to ask
ourselves what it will do for UPS and
what is best for students.'' He stressed that a commitment of $4,000 a
year for four years would mean a
substantial sacrifice of student money.
The idea of bringing a student here
to study often surfaces when talk of
divestiture is in the air. A recent rift
with the student body of Tacoma
Community College (Trail—Sept.
15, 1983) regarding the university's
investments brought up this program
as an alternative to divestment. ''I
feel it is a more significant way for
students to help the situation,'' he
said, ''I think divestiture has become
a red herring—we ought to get to the
real issue. We have found that UPS
has no stock that needs to be
divested, but we do have an opportunity to contribute to the education
of black leaders.''
There are questions, however, as
to how effective the program is at
''getting to the real issue.'' Although
it undoubtably enables black South
Africans to make unprecedented advancements, many question the impact it has on the black community as
a whole. A large percentage of the
returning blacks go on to hold positions in U.S. multinational corporations in South Africa, corporations
which many analysts accuse of promoting the exploitation of South
African blacks. Freda Monroe, presi-

dent of UPS's Black Student Union,
said of the program, ''I feel it is a nice
gesture, but it does not address the
problem of apartheid." She added
that she felt that divestiture is
ultimately a more effective response in
terms of impact on government
policies of apartheid.
The ASUPS Senate will be
weighing all of these factors in an informal discussion this evening in
preparation for the vote on Tuesday
night. Holly Sablehaus, ASUPS Executive Vice President, said that
students should direct input to their
Senate liasons. An open forum is also
regularly held at meetings to allow
student groups to express their opinions on matters such as this.

Kadarkay tutors
press on US.
Soviet relations
by Jim Benedetto
Professor Arpad Kadarkay of the
UPS Politics and Government department fielded questions from members
of the print and broadcast media at a
press-conference here last week, the
morning after the Soviet Union announced the death of Yuri Andropov.

deed did succeed Andropov. Gorbachev has a degree in Agriculture,
and is known for his advocacy of
domestic reforms. ''There are indications that Gorbachev may have been
groomed for power" as Andropov's
successor, said Kadarkay, pointing
out Gorbachev's recent role as host to
the Hungarian Communist Party
chief. Gorbachev was Kadarkay 's
''educated guess" when pressed to
speculate on his view of Andropov's
most-likely successor.
Kadarkay also stated that whoever
succeeds Andropov will try for meaningful dialogue in arms-control, and
that President Reagan, being a
''political animal,'' would certainly
seize any opportunity to reduce tensions. Kadarkay cautioned that he did
not think Reagan should attend Andropov 's funeral, saying such a
gesture would be ''in bad taste,"
considering the bellicose nature of the
statements Redganmade during the
brief period of Andropov 's reign.
Kadarkay called Andropov's
15-month reign ''one of the saddest
chapters in Soviet history.

Gardner
announces bid
for Governor
by Jim Benedetto

Kadarkay, an expert on US-Soviet
relations, stated that Andropov's
death marked a ''crossroads for the
Soviet Union,'' and said that "a new
intelligentsia" was on the rise in the
USSR. According to Kadarkay, this
third generation of post-revolution
Soviet leadership is aware that the
Soviet Union cannot continue its
policy of adventurism abroad while
hampered by agricultural setbacks and
domestic stagnation. Typical of this
new breed of Soviet leader is 55-yearold Politburo member Mikhail Gorbachev, who Kadarkay agreed would
put ''Goulash before guns'' if he in-

Booth Gardner launched his 1984
gubernatorial bid on Monday,
February 13th, at a swank breakfast
at the Executive Inn in Fife. Gardner
was the Director of UPS's School of
Business and Economics from 1967 to
1972. Most recently, he has
distinguished himself as Pierce County Executive. When Gardner took office in 1981, Pierce County was in
debt to the tune of $4.7 million.
Since then, many important programs
have either begun or expanded under
his tutelage, including water pollution
control projects, equal employment
opportunities, and a comprehensive
land-use plan. In addition, the sorry
financial state of Pierce County has
taken a noted turn for the better.
Despite his accomplishment,
however, Gardner remains a virtual
unknown to most people in the state
of Washington. Gardner's staff plans
a massive television advertising campaign to rectify that situation. Gardner 's own remarks on his lack of
visibility are hopeful: ''That people
are not yet familiar with my name and
record is a problem I will overcome.
The people already know John
Spellman and his record—that's a
problem he cannot overcome."
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Gardner continually stressed his
commitment to education throughout
his speech, stating that ''there is no
one better situated than the governor
to present the case for education."
He also called for an alliance with
Oregon, Idaho and Montana to form
an effective Northwest trade lobby in
the nation's capital. "Trade policies
have for too long been dictated by the
east-coast interests," said Gardner.
The question remains, however:
Will the planned million dollar-plus
media blitz convince Democrats in the
state that Gardner has a better chance
of defeating Governor Spellman than
does Senator Jim McDermott?
Gardner's prospects may be
hampered somewhat by the fact that
he does not appear to be an extremely
charismatic speaker. Looking around
the room at the Executive Inn Monday morning, one could see the telltale signs: even polite applause was
not forthcoming from a number of
jaded breakfast-crowd supporters.
Gardner appeared tongue-tied at
times, despite the presence of
Democratic heavies such as Norm
Dicks and Karen Marchioro. The less
than spontaneous standing ovation
given Gardner at the end of his speech
left much to be desired, considering
the fact that the people present were
supposed to be Gardner supporters.

There were some positive signs as
well, however; Gardner seemed to
loosen up a bit halfway through his
speech, a phenomenon that seemed to
correspond with his abandonment of
the prepared text circulated to
members of the press. In addition,
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Gardner's proposals made sense and
were stated simply and briefly. Gardner was interrupted several times by
loud applause, especially when he addressed his concern for environmental
issues.
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So what else is new7

'84 Tuition
increase
by Andrea Cooper
The tuition increase for the
1984-85 school year has been set at
$378 more per person, a 6.4% increase over this year. The increase,
including a 6.8% increase for room
and board, will result in 1.3 million
dollars more for the university. T-he
University Budget Task Force, an administrative committee of eight appointed members, including two
students, set the guidelines for the
breakdown of the money increase
throughout the university.
According to Dave Poston, a student member of the Budget Task
Force, nearly half of the money will
go to the standard increase in pay and
operating costs of the university.
Faculty and staff will receive a 4.5%
increase in pay which is above the national consumer price index. Fortytwo percent of the tuition increase will
go towards the pay increase and 6%
will go towards an increase in
operating costs. Program improvements will receive 35 % of the
increase. Program improvements include such things as additional faculty
and faculty support. The main point
of this is to have the money to hire
additional faculty in order to keep the
student/teacher ratio low, says
Poston. Other program improvements
include additional equipment and
facilities to improve the status of the
university. The final 17% of the increase will go towards financial aid.
Each year the university has a
surplus of dollars which go toward
one-time-only expenses. Poston says
there was an additional $700,000 for
the 1983/84 school year. This
money went towards academic equipment such as the two new electron
microscopes in the Biology Department, additional library books, the
library computer network which will
be set up in the near future, electrical

renovation and new computer equipment. Without the surplus money,
these projects would have been impossible. The cost of completing these
projects alone would be equivalent to
a 4.5% tuition increase.
The tuition increase for next year is
the smallest increase in dollars since
1979 and the smallest increase in
percentage since 1974. The average
increase over the past ten years has
been about 10%.

to choose new
members
by Wendy Rolfe-i)ouqharty
Mortar Board, the national honor
society of college seniors, and its
U.P.S. Otlah Chapter have spent
Feb. 12-18 observing National Mortar Board Week. Designed as a week
to publicize individual chapters of
Mortar Board, its history and growth,
the week is also devoted to encouraging college juniors to apply for
membership.
Applications for membership are
sent to those members of the junior
class whose academic standing is in
the top 25% of their class. Approximately one-half of these applications
are completed and returned. The
Otlah Chapter historically has selected
25 members each spring. According
to the National Mortar Board bylaws, membership is based on scholarship, leadership, and service. As a
result, the current U.P.S. Mortar
Board Chapter consists of students
from 24 different majors who are also
involved in various interests such as
student government, varsity athletics,
professional organizations, service
groups, greek-letter organizations,
music, theatre and the visual arts.
Mortar Board provides opportunities for students from many
disciplines to meet and exchange
ideas. Past Otlah chapters have
shared their ideas with the university
community by sponsoring various

Flexibility, Strength, & Balance
A new session starts Saturday, February 18, 10-11 a.m. in
room 208, Howarth Hall, UPS. The class incorporates stretching, relaxation techniques and yoga. For more information call Sheri Reder at 1-463-9754 (Vashon Island), or just
come to class!

Dan Knowles

Foreign Auto Clinic
All European and Japanese Makes
call
272-0062 or 627-7432
424 St. Helens

Hours 8 am. - 5 p.m.

(the first block north of tth Ave.)

The Trail
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Teach-Ins on topics of national interest. The curtent Otlah Chapter has
become a co-sponsor of the 'SimpleMeal-Plan" and has been supportive
of the Sponsor- the- Arts Program.
As this year's members approach
graduation, they look forward to initiating the 1984-85 Otlah members.
For further information on Mortar
Board please contact the faculty/staff
advisors Professor Bill Dasher and
Louise Pietrefesa, Director of
Residential Life.

his first bid for the Senate. His opponent charged that he had ''never held
a real job." Glenn responded with his
peak emotion (fairly calm): ''It
wasn't my checkbook, it was my life
that was on the line. Go with me and
tell a gold-star mother her son didn't
hold a job. Go to Arlington Cemetery
and tell me those people didn't hold a
job. I tell you, . . .you should be on
your knees thanking God there were
some men who held a job." Glenn
won the debate.

A look at
J ohn Glenn
Former astronaut shoots
for the presidency
by Tim Bradshaw
He is a Marine fighter pilot of 149
missions, the first American astronaut
to orbit the earth, a millionaire
businessman, and United States
Senator. The man is John Herschel
Glenn Jr., 62, and he wants to be
President of the United States.
John Glenn's inspiration for entering politics dates back to his friendship with the Kennedy family. His
friends say the assasination of President John F. Kennedy ''deeply moved Glenn, prompting him to enter
politics" to pursue the Democratic
ideals Kennedy had stood for.
Running for the U.S. Senate,
Glenn defeated his opponent by over
one million votes, and carried all of
Ohio's 88 counties. Running for reelection in 1980, Glenn disgraced his
Republican challenger with the largest
margin of victory in Ohio history—i .6 million votes—over three
times the Reagan margin in the state.
Glenn was suddenly a major political
force.
Many attribute Glenn's appeal to
his down-home disposition, proven
patriotism and non-threatening independence. This appeal was illustrated in a televised debate during

R EC TION '84
Glenn's eight years in the Senate
have shown that his interest lies
primarily in the area of national
defense. Glenn is generally regarded
by most Democrats as a hard-liner;
however, he has endorsed the
Kennedy-Hatfield nuclear freeze
resolution. He rejects what he calls
the Reagan administration 's ''laissezfaire attitude toward nuclear proliferation'' and does not enjoy the casual
talk about ''nuclear warning shots"
or ''winnable nuclear wars.
''Military strength is one thing," he
says, ''delusions about the nature of
nuclear war are altogether somethin
else.'' Unlike Mondale, Glenn voted
against SALT II, while supporting the

B-i bomber and production of nerve
gas.
Glenn also submitted a plan to
postpone deployment of intermediate
range nuclear missiles on the European N.A.T.O. front. He felt
deployment would defeat the purpose
of negotiations. Over all, Glenn calls
for a 7% increase in military spending, compared to Mondale's 4%, and
Reagan's 10%.
Known for his spending restraint
and support of the business community, Glenn has voted against corporate
profit taxes, and voted ''reluctantly"
for the 1981 Reagan tax cut.
Glenn's liberal side is shown in his
support for issues such as civil
rights, homosexuality, federallyfunded abortion, the ERA and support
of many welfare programs.
Glenn's platform has been criticized for being too vague, particularly
with respect to tax, industrial, and
environmental issues. Rank and file
Democrats regard his programs as
mixed and often confusing.
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''With your support I will win the
nomination of my party. With the
nomination of my party, I will beat
Ronald Reagan in 1984,
and then we will work together to
redeem the dream... " John Glenn

.

This is the second in a series of profiles on the '84 Democratic candidates
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by Donnie Trevathan
The Board of Trustees gave promotions to twelve members of the UPS
faculty at its January meeting. The action by the Board comes as the final
step of one cycle of the continual
evaluation of faculty members.
Five professors were granted
tenure, guaranteeing career-long
employment at UPS. These professors
were Dorothy Koehl of the School of
Business and Public Administration,
David Scott of Mathematics and
Computer Science, Andrew Walkover
of the School of Law, Anne Wood of
Chemistry, and Kristine Davis of
Communications and Theatre Arts.
Davis was also promoted to associate
professor.
James Clifford of Physics, Robert
Garratt of English, Jerrill Kerrick of
Mathematics and Computer Science,
and David Roberts of the School of
Law were the four faculty members
promoted to full professor. John
Blakeslee of Mathematics and Computer Science, Juli Evans of Occupational Therapy, and Ross Singleton of
Economics were promoted to associate
professor.

Riding largely on his image, Glenn
was outpolling Mondale at one point
last summer, 33% to 31 %. Today,
however, Glenn trails the former Vice
President 51 % to 11 % His exclusion of support from special interest
groups and political action committees
produces respectability but not coalitions and votes. Many liberals on
Capitol Hill such as Senator Tsongas
(D-Mass.) have endorsed Glenn
simply because they feel that he is
electable. The ABR (anybody but
Reagan) feeling is setting in and many
feel that a moderate in office will accomplish more than a liberal out of
office.
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News briefs

(11)
The UPS Varsity College Bowl
team will compete for its third consecutive regional victory at home this
year when UPS hosts the 1984
Regional College Bowl Tournament
on February 19 at 10 a.m. in
Kilworth Chapel.
College Bowl, based on Don
Reid's 1950's and 1960's television
show of the same title, is an international/collegiate team competition
which tests the knowledge and
instant-recall skills of student players.
Very popular on campuses across the
U.S., tournaments are regularly
broadcast by the CBS Radio Network,
which will cover the national finals
held this spring.
UPS's varsity team will be selected
from competitors in an intra-mural
competition held this week. The allstar team will go on to play against
teams from Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, Alaska and Montana in the
regional match this Sunday.

Movies
['

Around
Town

President Phibbs was recently appointed to a 13-member nominating
committee that will establish a slate of
candidates for the first National Collegiate Athletic Association
Presidents' Commission.
Created at the NCAA national convention earlier this month, the commission will have the authority to
make recommendations to the association's members and to control procedures at NCAA annual conventions.
The commission's 44 members will
be elected from the committee's
nominees by a mail ballot by
presidents of NCAA institutions.
Phibbs said he hoped that increasing the involvement of university
presidents in the deliberations of the
NCAA would lead to a significant
enhancement of the educational experience of student athletes.

The Campus Films Committee is
excited to announce that Foolish
Pleasures will be returning to UPS
this Spring for its seventh year!
Foolish Pleasures is the popular, all
campus event that enables each living
group, organization, etc. to create,
star in and produce their own threeminute movie. Then, the big event
will occur on April 14 at 8:30 p.m.
(with the Parade of Stars beforehand
and the Academy Awards following)
in the Great Hall. In the past, the
viewing audience has been
large—and very pleased! Foolish
Pleasures brings the campus together
and provides a good time for all.
If your group wishes to make a

film, Campus Films will supply all the
equipment needed to film a Foolish
Pleasures movie. To cover the cost of
the film and developing, a 12 dollar
fee is charged. The camera will be
available for the one (1) day productions from February 16 to March 16.
For further information regarding
Foolish Pleasures or to reserve a filming date, please contact Mike Amend,
Tim Kehrli, or Tracey Juran in the
Student Programs Office (SUB 213)
MTThF 10:00-11:00a.m. andM-F
1:00-3:00 p.m., or in the evening,
759-2355. To reserve the camera,
you will need to bring the $12.00
fee. There are only a limited number
of days to film, so hurry on in.

Free Health Sciences Tour at the UW!
Take a free tour through the Health
Sciences Center at the University of
Washington and learn about science
opportunities at the graduate level!
Next Tuesday, February 21, catch the
University Van at 8:00 a.m. in the
Thompson parking lot. You'll be back
in time for your one o'clock class.
Space is limited—sign up in Th140,
with Laura O'Brady, Pre-Health
Sciences Coordinator, to reserve your
seat. Sponsored by Phi Sigma.

Next week, February 19-25, is
UPS Circle K Awareness Week. It
will be kicked off with a service project to the University. ''We hope to
work with the Inter-Fraternity Council on the project. We'll be painting
the 300 foot baseball fence, which I
understand is in desperate
condition!" said Linda Yoshino,
Theme and Emphasis Chairman. The
week will be capped off with the
Sadie Hawkins' Square Dance on
Saturday, February 25. Circle K
members will be selling tickets this
and next week, and we '11 also be selling tickets at the SUB Monday
through Friday. They will be $4.00
per couple and $2.50 for singles. The
club will also be exhibiting a display
on Circle K International at the SUB
with Circle K'ers on hand to answer
questions.
UPS Circle K President, Deb
Pedersen, summarized Circle K
Awareness Week as a means to ''let
people know that we're here as a service organization to the community
and university ... and that we're not a
food store!

ENGINEERING LECTURE SERIES
Tuesday afternoon, at 4:00 p.m.,
marks the beginning of a weekly lecture series for students interested in
engineering. Rick Etsell, a mechanical
engineer and Engineering Services
Manager at Tacoma Boat, will speak
at this first meeting, about life as an
engineer out in the 'real world!
Future weeks will bring speakers
from such firms as Kaiser, Boeing,
Fluke, Fairchild, and Trident. A
''high priority" for pre-engineering
students, all are welcome to attend.
Watch the bulletin boards for future
speakers—and remember, every
Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. in Thompson
Hall! (Check the Tattler for the Room
Number).
For more information, call Laura
O 'Brady, Coordinator PreEngineering Program, X3127.
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Editorial
The 1984 primary season is upon us. The Iowa caucus and the New
Hampshire primary will boost some candidates and frustrate others, which
should help to inject some issues into the campaigning. Washington state's
caucuses will be held on March 13, "Super Tuesday," with a dozen or so
other states taking the first step in delegate selection as well.
The Trail is sponsoring a Campus Voter-Registration Drive with the
cooperation of the Association of Politics & Government Students for all
students and faculty. Readers may have already noticed the articles on
Walter Mondale and John Glenn; they are the first in a series which will
continue weekly profiles of all the Democratic contenders for the nomination.
It is deplorable that so few of we students register and vote: we are the
most educated and most vocal of all voter groups; we are a potential voting
block millions strong; we are informed- we complain about nuclear war,
saving the whales, US involvement in Central America, equal rights, ad infinitum. Yet how few of us are willing to invest the minimal effort it takes
to register and vote. How few of us are willing to put our "money where our
mouth is" and translate all that petulant energy and hot air into ACTION.
Damned few.

I

Letters
Readers on Bible...
To the Editor:
Re: Wayne L. Johnson's letter in
your February 9 issue.
The following is an excerpt from
my latest book, "The Gospel According to Luke:"
''Now as they went on their
way, he entered a village, and a
woman named Martha received
him into her house. And she had
a sister called Mary, who sat at
the Lord's feet and listened to
his teaching. But Martha was distracted with much serving; and she
sent to him and said, 'Lord, do
you not care that my sister has
left me to serve alone? Tell her
then to help me.' But the Lord
answered her, 'Martha, Martha,
you are anxious and troubled about
many things; one thing is needful.
Mary has chosen the good portion,
which shall not be taken from
her.'

But, if you think that this is going to be one of those desperate, angry
pleas for people to vote, then you're wrong! The Trail staff is composed of
realists, if nothing else. We know that you won't vote, even though you
realize it is in your best interest to do so. We realize that not voting gives
you a convenient excuse for condemning the evils of the world without having to take responsibility for any of them. So, what we are advocating is
that you not vote. Yes, that's right; don't vote!
When people don't vote, you see, the proportional value of each vote
becomes greater and greater; the time is near when some little fringe group
will be able to elect a President of the United States who will confiscate all
of our horrid little walkmans and topsiders, izods and buck-ninety-eight
sunglasses, dress us all in khaki, and send us off to some secret little jungle
war that other people haven't even heard of.
Perhaps the time will come when there is but one lone voter trudging off
to the polls on election day–Richard Nixon. This person will, of course,
write in his own name for President, disband Congress, and pass all kinds
of disgustingly paternalistic legislation. Now that ought to be enough to
convince anyone to vote.
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and feminism
We read with some interest the letter from Wayne L. Johnson in the 9
February, 1984, issue of the Trail,
and there are several points that we
would like to raise in response to his
letter, which has so enlightened us
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as a woman of the house, to serve her

male guests. And yet, there she sat
listening to the Teacher—a privilege
the Jews normally reserved for men.
She was, under the Law, guilty of ignoring her womanly duties, but, as
the Master himself wisely observed,
the Law was made for Man—not man
for the Law. The Lord did not criticize
Mary, nor turn her away, because He
understood the first duty of all people, male and female—to serve Him
in a way that is most fitting. The
demands of everyday life, of the
citizenry, even of the Law—these are
all secondary. Daughters of the Lord,
serve Him with all the talents He has
given you, and live those who would
thwart you—whatever their reasons
or their methods.
Yours in Christ,
Luke
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Mr. Johnson, although he reels off
quotes from the Bible as if he
understands them, has made some
serious errors. We were quite unable
to find anything pertaining to "militant feminists." Jude 16, which he
represents as condemning feminists,
makes no reference to women, and, in
one translation, starts out, "These
are grumblers..." What connection Mr. Johnson found between men
and feminists is as mysterious as his
imagined link between Jesus speaking
to his mother and Jesus speaking of
his executioners.
The reference Mr. Johnson makes
to ''militant feminism' ' is almost
laughable when one considers his
rabid male chauvanism, to say
nothing of his hypocrisy. He seems to
imply that women have invited the
sex crimes and have been the cause of
broken homes, spouse and child
abuse, etc. This may be true to a certain extent, but this is obviously an
over-simplifiacation. It is also
stereotypical. A woman who believes
in equality and equal opportuity is not
necessarily looking to be
attacked ... this implication by Mr.
Johnson is offensive to any selfrespecting woman who is trying to
make her way in the world and to
achieve equality. Also, the crimes

men

have not increased; only the
knowledge of their occurrance has increased. Today people are more willing to tell authorities about crimes
committed against themselves; they
are not as apt to be secretive and suffer in silence.
We do not consider ourselves to be
feminists, but we do feel that women
should be afforded equal opportunity.
We also feel that women have equal
capability in some, though admittedly
not all, areas. Women trying their
best to achieve should not be viewed
as a threat to society, but should instead be commended for their efforts
and initiative. Men, far from feeling
threatened, should appreciate the fact
that women are attempting to share
the burden, instead of affecting servitude as made necessary by societal
restrictions in the past. Women of today have a new-found freedom, in
large part due tro their newly-realized
capabilities.
Mr. Johnson may consider a return
to servitude for women a necessity for
salvation, but we believe that most
men and women would not consider
this necessary, or even tolerable.
Sodety as a whole has realized that
women are people too.
Joanne Barton
Toni Presley

Kudos to
Co-op volunteers

'Zone' doggerel

Dear Editor:
We would like to use this space to
recognize the members of ASB '87 for
their efforts in making the Co-op
booksale such a success. Thank-you is
not an adequate word to express our
gratitude for them and all of the time
that they gave us.
As an involved fund-raising project, the ASB '87 council was responsible for coordinating student
volunteers and time slots to keep the
Co-op booksale open and accessible
for the student body. We feel this effort of helping students gain a maximum cash return for their textbooks
was very successful and we are hoping
that this small attempt will lead to a
larger success in the coming years. If
students feel that this is a worthwhile
project, they may wish to express
their concerns to their senators or any
member of the ASB '87 council.
Again, we highly commend the
ASB '87 council for their successful
efforts and look forward to seeing
more positive results apear from this
motivated group of students.
Kathleen P. Ka'au'a
Stan Sorenson

disturbs dog
Dear Editor:
For years I have unbarkinglv accepted the fact that I appear exclusively on one page, the Conihat Zone, of
your publication.
I may be the Bow Tics hcst Iriciid,
but there are limits to my forgiving
nature. And I bristled with hostility
on Friday when I heard that this time
you had described me as an
black spaniel" (italics mine).
Only an unschooled young pup
would be so insensitive to a warm,
wagging creature.
Beware, Sir, my bite is worse than
my bark.
Doggedly yours

1d
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Missy Phihhs
Letters to the Editor are welcome and will be printed on a
space-available basis. We reserve the right to edit submissions with regard to length on'y, unless otherwise
specified. Letters must be typewritten, preferably
double-spaced, and include the name, address, and
telephone number of the author. Letters should be submitted by Monday at 5 p.m. Names will be withheld
upon request.

DOMINO'S SATISFIES

Logger Cups
Details Next Week
Friday and Saturday
Only a phone call away!

Free Delivery until

2:00 A. Me

752-9653
2513 N. Proctor St.
The Trial
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Herpes: a story no-one likes to tell
by Jailyn Brown

Herpes, from the Greek ''to creep."
Conflicting statements and misinformation characterize the rule, not
the exception in reports concerning
herpes. Confusion often results when
trying to separate fact from hearsay.
For instance, estimates of how many
Americans suffer from herpes range
from 10 million people to an ambiguous one-in-every-five adults.
This discrepancy is just one example
of the uncertainty involved in obtaining information on herpes. Whether
looking at the high or low end of the
scale, these figures reflect a need, in a
significant portion of the population,
for accurate information on herpes.
The problem is further complicated
by the social stigma associated with
herpes. The fear of being labeled
''sexually promiscuous" may
dissuade people from seeking help and
understanding their affliction.
Herpes is a virus. There are two
types, Herpes Simplex I and II, which
manifest nearly identical symptoms.
The prominent symptom, developing
after a period of two to twenty days
from exposure, is the appearance of
sores on the warm, moist areas
around the mouth, in the case of labial
(oral) herpes, or, on or near the sexual organs in the case of genital
herpes. These sores may itch or be
otherwise painful. Previously, Herpes
I was associated with labial herpes
and Herpes H with genital herpes;
however, with the increasing incidence of oral sex, no such distinction
is now generally made. Other symp-

toms may often include muscle ache
and fever. The initial outbreak of
these symptoms, especially the sores,
may persist for several weeks; the end
of the active phase of the virus is indicated by the complete healing of
these sores.
The virus then becomes dormant,
residing in various nerve endings,
where it apparently causes no
damage. Even though the symptoms
have disappeared, the person affected
with herpes still has it. But, in its dormant state, herpes is not communicable. The virus is contagious
only while it is ''shedding," just
previous to or during an active phase,
or an "outbreak." Outbreaks occur
periodically, though there are a few
people who never experience an outbreak after the initial infection. Usually, outbreaks manifest the same
symptoms, generally milder, in the
same locales as the first episode. It is
not clear what triggers an outbreak;
however, maintaining good general
health, and avoiding mental, emotional, and physical stress seem to
help a great deal in reducing their frequency.
Herpes is contagious immediately
before and during an outbreak. The
virus is spread by contact with the affected area, usually by direct contact
of mucous membranes of open sores
with the infectious sores. Contact
with infected areas during an active
phase must be prevented to avert
spreading the disease.
There is no known cure for either
Herpes Simplex I or II. However,
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there are treatments which ease the
discomfort of the outbreaks. Two
new drugs being developed seem to
greatly relieve the symptoms during
the initial outbreak. In recurring
episodes, the pain and itching of the
sores may be lessened by bathing with
soap and water, epsom salts, or Burrow's solution. Such measures also
tend to reduce the chance of acquiring
a secondary infection. While the sores
persist it is necessary to avoid contact
with them, especially any contact
with the fingers and eyes; one should
wash thoroughly each time one
touches the sores.
Complications may arise. Herpes
may be transmitted to the eyes which
could lead to an eye infection, herpes
keratitis. Such an infection could
cause blindness. In the case of labial
herpes, the infection may recur in the
brain, instead of near the mouth,
causing an inflammation of the brain.
Women contracting genital herpes
seem to run a greater risk of developing cervical cancer. Finally, newborn
babies may contract herpes, either at
the time of birth (if the mother is in an
active phase of genital herpes) or if
the infant is kissed or fondled by
someone having labial herpes. Treatments and precautions for all of
these have greatly reduced occurrences
of these complications.
If one ever suspects that he or she
has herpes, the individual should seek
medical attention immediately, while
the symptoms are still present. Herpes
may be confused with other diseases,
and so requires a doctor's diagnosis.

The UPS Counseling Center and the
Health and Wellness Center can provide further information on the virus,
as well as helping individuals to cope
with having it.
The information in this article was
provided largely by the Herpes
Resource Center.

According to Mae Sprenger, R.N.,
the UPS Health Services has positively identified fewer cases of Herpes
this year than in previous years. There
were four cases cultured and only two
proved positive (one male and one
female student). In addition there is
also one female who was confirmed
by her physician.
Although it is likely that there are
more students with herpes at UPS
who do not report their condition to
the Health Services, the incidence oIl
herpes at UPS is thought to be very
low. Students suspecting possible
herpes infection are strongly encouraged to visit the Health Services
in order to get a culture taken. The
peace of mind a negative test may
bring is well worth the fee.
—Jeff Bourne
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UPS ranking on the rise

Guest columnist: Karen Koehmstedt

No token influence for me
In the past four years at U.P.S. I
have watched this university administration talk about needed student
input, too much student apathy, a
desire for student dedication. I have
also watched the administration (and
faculty), with the blink of an eye,
against student protest (a rare event
indeed), eliminate $2976/per
student/per career/worth of education—Winterim. I have ''talked'
with Ray Bell about South African investments, as ASUPS has also
brought this embarrasment up, to no
avail. And quite a few of these
''pilot" programs will most likely.
given recent evidence, ''take off'
(and to a certain extent ''crash" with
little regard to student or ''task
force" opinion/research.
No, Mr. Edgerton, trustees, administration, alumni relations office,
and endowment receipt office, I do
not accept patronizing double-talk to
induce alma mater Christmas
presents. This university will have my
address when I graduate in May to
solicit my undying loyalty; please use
it to ask me how I feel about student
housing problems, unrecognized
greek student contributions to this
university, South African investments, inflated curriculums, and
ivory tower tail-chasing. I evidently
was not heard as a student.
Maybe one of these years we can
all get together and decide who
''owns" the university. Until then, a
contribution (if any) from this soonto-be alumnus will be neatly tied up
with many strings attached.
"I also sincerely hope that I never
see my alma mater decline because of
the alienation of its alumni."
—Edgerton
That goes double for me.

by Amy Hunt

It is no secret that UPS did not
make the U.S. News & World Report

Survey of National Colleges. Without
such a rating, however, it is difficult
to determine exactly where UPS ranks
in relation to other schools. Although
we do not have such comparative information, it may be helpful to look at
UPS itself. One way to determine our
status is by concentrating on statistics
of incoming freshmen, the student
body, graduating seniors and the
faculty.
The trend of the SAT scores of
entering freshmen points to higher
averages for verbal and math scores.
In 1976, the average verbal SAT
score for entering freshmen was 487,
and the average math score was 535.
In 1983, the average verbal score was
491 and the math score rose to 535.
Although the differences are slight,
the rise is still in contrast to the national trend towards lower SAT
scores.
More significant, perhaps, is the
increase in the percentage of students
entering UPS from the top 10% of
their graduating class, and a similar
increase in the percentage from the
top 25%. In 1976, 35% of the
entering freshmen graduated in the
top 10% of their senior class, while
by 1983, the figure has reached
40%. Similarly, in 1976, 60% of
the freshman class had graduated in
the top 25%, while in 1983, the
percentage reached 67%.

To help discover the nature of a
university, it is helpful to observe
what happens to students after
graduation. Unfortunately, attempts
to track graduating classes have not
been made until recently. Last spring,
reply cards were sent out with
students' diplomas. Roughly 25%
responded. Of these, 60% reported
that they were employed, 20%
entered graduate school and 20% expressed that they were seeking or will
seek employment. The Career
Development Center plans to continue the polling practice and hopes to
give an accurate picture of what happens to UPS graduates.
A look at the quality of the faculty
also helps to characterize a university.
Although it is difficult to quantify
what makes a good professor, most
college rating systems, include the
percentage of faculty members with
doctorates or the equivalent thereof.
Of full-time UPS faculty members,
82% possess doctorates.
UPS alumni, faculty members and
residents of the Northwest seem to
agree that the quality of a UPS education is improving. Whether the increase in the quality of students and
faculty members is the cause of this
improved reputation is hard to say. If
present trends continue, perhaps UPS
may soon be challenging universities
presently dominating the U.S. News
& World Report Survey of National
Colleges.
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Though I generally agreed with
and enjoyed his 'guest column,'there
was one element of Edgerton's
"U.P.S. Stifles Alumni," which
disturbed me. Toward the end of the
article, Edgerton says, ''... if the
alumni are the owners of the university, or given a part in its management,
then they are responsible, at least in
part, for its well being." I could not
agree more with this. How many
other seniors feel as if they have invested so much money and time into
this university that they ''own" part
of it? (I certainly do.) Later Edgerton
states, ''To some degree, [quite an
understatement] my future [career]
success depends upon public perceptions of the quality of the institutions
at which I was educated." Again, I
am in agreement; I cannot emphasize
how true his statement is. Every
resume an alumnus distributes elicits
an employer's or a graduate school's
perception of the University of Puget
Sound, (i.e. job or no job, admittance
or no admittance).
Yet, Edgerton then states ''... the
administration should make the alumni and students feel enfranchised.
Whether they really influence policy is
irrelevant—the alumni and students
need only be given the impression
that they could influence University
policy. Alienation rarely occurs when
people believe they can be
effective....'' This is the part of
Edgerton 's perspective that disturbed
me. This is not only patronizingly arrogant, but is present U.P.S. administrative policy as well. His statement is a dangerous misconception.
Personally, I do not ''believe" I am
effective, I either am or I am not; and
there is nothing which alienates me
more from anyone or anything than Column submissions are gladly acpatronizing pseudo-enfranchisement. cepted for our weekly "Guest Col(Has anyone else read Orwell? Or are umn" feature.
we living prophecy?)
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Welcome Neighbors'
Just a note to invite all of you to come see and enjoy your new
neighborhood restaurant.

I

DRASTIC PLASTICJ

For Health's Sake" is located at 2704 N. 21st St. (right nest door
to Magoos).

RECORDS

Serving large homestyle breakfasts from 6:00 am, to 11:00 am.
Monday.Friday. 8:00 a.m. to Noon Saturday.
Excellent lunch specials along with the best hamburgers in Tacoma!
Different dinner specials nightly.

LPs - TAPES

NEW - USED

FEATU RING:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Freshly squeezed juices
Homemade pies
All organic grain fed meats
Homemade quiche
Old-fashioned milk shakes & sundaes
Homemade soups (two daily)

I

Come relax and enjoy our homey restaurant!
Hours: Mon.Fri 6:00 a.m. 11:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m. . 6:00 p.m.
Phone 759.9074
This ad good for one dollar

off

any breakfast

sandw,ch,

or quiche order

Large Selection Of Pipes
And Novelty Smoking Items
2703 6th Ave. Corner of 6th & Oakes
Mon. - Sat. 1-6 p.m. 272-2886
Easy Walking Distance From U.P.S.

-expires 311184
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Marsalis 'trumpets' views
on J azz

'Big Bad' Disney flick a hit
by Francisco Menendez

by Gary Ong

At last the folks at Disney have
struck it rich. For years now they have
been trying to build a new image by
producing PG-rated films. Unfortunately, the Disney 'rubber stamp'
has meant box-office poison for these
past projects. Fear no more, because
from out of the arctic wilderness
comes Never Cry Wolf.
—

Movie Review
-

5,

17,

IA:
Wynton Marsalis

AW

At the time, there was only one
black player in the New Orleans
Philharmonic. Everyone told the
14-year-old boy that '' trumpet
players never win solo competition in
classical music, only string players,
pianists, and flutists." People
thought he had little chance of being
selected. Nevertheless, 14-year-old
Wynton Marsalis won, not just once,
but again, at the age of 16.
Today, the laurels fall thick and
fast around him from both the dassical
and jazz establishments: a full
scholarship to Juilliard, and summer
'vacations' touring with Art Blakey
and the Jazz Messengers, the Herbie
Hancock Quartet, and his own
quintet. With two hot-selling jazz
albums out, and after being chosen
Jazz Artist of the Year by the Rolling
Stone Critics' Poll, Wynton Marsalis'
future in jazz (his favorite music),
seems assured. Why does he keep
playing classical music?
One reason Marsalis says, is his
desire to prove that ''everybody can
play any kind of music. There's that
stigma, you know, that black brothers
can't really play the instrument."
The other reason is his belief that both
jazz and dassical music are alike in
that they ''are about the elevation of
the audience. Both have spirituality. I
am the result of a great tradition and
I'm trying to live up to the standards
of that tradition. I have a long way to
go but I'm going to do everything in
my power to try to get the public to
understand the real significance and
beauty of the music; not by watering
it down but by getting to such a place
in my art that it will be obvious to all
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who listen that I'm coming from a
great tradition.''
Marsalis' commitment to good
music is complete: he remembers that
when he was younger, he "used to
stay up until 1 a.m. in high school
practicing and taking tunes off
records.
At present, Marsalis is also committed to playing in, and perpetuating
the tradition of, mainstream jazz. ''I
will not play funk," Marsalis says.
"I like funk, but I am not a funk
musician. Funk musicians don't pay
the kind of dues that jazz musicians
pay to the music. If Herbie wants to
play funk, if Miles wants to play
funk, if Freddie wants to play funk,
or whoever is playing funk—I think
it's beautiful. But the worst thing is
when the record company takes a funk
album, puts it out, and calls it a jazz
album."
Marsalis' attention to labels and
appearances extends to his personal
appearance as well: ''When you see
me on the bandstand, I'm always going to look sharp. How can you get
respect from an audience when you
come on the bandstand looking like a
bum? You're in the wrong before you
play a note."
As a symbol to other musicians of
musical integrity, Marsalis has not
been reluctant to speak out about
what he feels is important, for himself
and for others. Personally, ''So far as
being a jazz musician, I have a lot to
learn. I just have to get better. I'm
not even dose to what I'm gonna
be." His message to others? ''...jazz
has exerted the main influence on
twentieth-century music. It's a great
tradition .... I'm functioning on the
premise that this is good music and it
deserves to be heard."

Based on a true story by Farley
Mowat, Never Cry Wolf centers
around the Lupus Project, a government agency investigation to discover
whether the wolves are depleting the
herds of caribou in the Northern
region of Alaska.
The agency's man is Tyler, an illequipped nebbish unwilling to embark
on the new experience. Like Tyler,
we are overwhelmed by the grandeur
of the unexploited country.
As the film progresses, we are colored more and more by Tyler's experiences. His survival becomes a
journey of self-discovery, and as he
becomes acclimated to his breathtaking environment ... so do we.
Director Carrol Ballard takes the
risk of alienating some of his audience
by making them feel defensive at
Tyler's growing dislike for civilization. He lures his audience into identifying with Rosie, an ambitious white
man who has no concern for the area
except for his own materialistic interests. By doing this Ballard forces
his passive audience to take a stand.
This is one of the reasons the film is
so memorable and involving.
The story's complexity is illustrated further by the two white

Greg Kihn

men's eskimo counterparts, Inook and
Mike. Inook is an old Indian who has
the same spiritual bond with the
wolves that Tyler develops. Mike is
Inook 's adopted son who has decided
he needs to sell the wolves' pelts for
money. This allows us to see the problem from a more objective point of
view and a different cultural standpoint.
Charlie Martin Smith (George
Lucas' American Graffitti,) gives a
strong performance as Tyler. He
cleverly combines his doltish innocence with a boyish impetuosity to
present a humorous character that is
hopelessly human.
The photography is a moveable
feast of sights, and the style and pacing are beautiful as well as thrilling.
For once Disney has delivered a
package that is not self-conscious of
its label. Never Cry Wolf is clean and
well-constructed. It promises a
movie-goer an alternative to passive
viewing.

Music Preview
Greg Kihn and his band will be at the
University of Puget Sound this Sunday, February 19th for a really rocking show. Greg Kihn has toured with
the Rolling Stones, Journey and Rick
Springfield. His last album,
Kihnspiracy, released in 1983, was a
national favorite and the hit from that
album, Jeopardy will be bound to get
you dancing. Opening for the band
will be Seattle's very own Annie Rose
& the Thrillers. Tickets are only
$5.00 for students for this joint
PLU/UPS event and $8.50 for the
general publi.c at the Info Booth and
Ticketmaster outlets now!

AG 's 'Holmes'

show is fun

by Paul Rathbun
From Satanic ritual to one man's
est for world domination, TAG's
)duction of The Incredible Murder

Cardinal Tosca presents a scenario
ly one man could resolve: Sherlock

heatre Review
The production runs through Feb.
23 and is a kaleidoscopic montage of

abilities, and literary
olmes`quirks,
ompanions. Based on an unwritten
dventure alluded to in Sir Conan
oyle's ''The Adventure of Black
eter," the story ties a number of
emorable moments from the mystery stories into an interesting, if
nexciting plot.
Holmes' nemesis, the incredibly
vil Professor Moriarty, has escaped
death once again, only to rise as the
Fntellect behind a plot to dominate

I

Europe by carefully planned assasinations. Naturally, Mr. Holmes is never
deceived, tracking the villain to his
lair in the bowels of old London.

antages' Cinderella
by Kristi Snow
nj oyable
JOIN YOUR OLYMWNS
AND GO FOR JOSTENS GOLD
V.

Bill Terkuile, a regular this season
at TAG, depicts Holmes as a man of
many habits, mostly bad. Somehow
the sleuth manages to survive his
predilections for cocaine, cigarettes,
pipe smoking (what's in that Persian
slipper anyway?), and indoor target
practice. He still keeps his jaunty confidence and, of course, the powers of
observation and deduction which
make him the prototypical detective
he represents.
Jerry Harper brings Dr. Watson to
life as the pudgy endearing foil to his
friend and roommate, ever asking the
obvious questions, the answers to
which provide a glimmer of what is
happening in Sherlock's mind. The
relationship of these two men is central to the story. Harper and Terkuile
skillfully bring their characters' friendship to the stage.
David Pichette 's Cardinal Tosca
and Dick Arnold's Moriarty are
delightfully complex characters, lending color and unpredictability to the
show. Other cast members vary in
their commitment to their characters,
a confusing circumstance to an audience wondering how to feel about
Seeing the performance of
Cinderella by the Los Angeles Ballet
at the Pantages Theatre on Monday
night, February 13, 1984, was a

Ballet Review
minor disappointment. This light
classical ballet for children was performed adequately by the dance company, but not with the technical expertise or artistic flair that one might
expect from a company based in a city
renowned for its art and culture.
In spite of the oversimplified
choreography, the ballet was effective. It was obviously directed toward
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them.
Designer Jennifer Lupton 's sets are
striking and appropriate in detail, but
trembling walls and a rocking fireplace
manage to steal the focus from the action, particularly in the first act. The
impact of the opening scene and the
following dissolve from a Black Mass
to Holmes and Watson's comfortable
apartment provides a powerful and
lasting image, setting the tone for the
twists and turns of the plot.
Director Owen Geer feels that
"Sherlock Holmes is the best creation
of a hero with superhuman abilities.''
Superhuman or not, Sherlock is a lot
of fun and so is this play, even if the
story itself is a little, well, elemen-

twy.

a younger audience, with colorful
costumes, a simple set, and lively,
but not technically difficult dancing.
The ballet got off to a slow start
with an opening scene consisting
mostly of mime, instead of dance. As
the ballet progressed, however, the
monotony of the mime was broken,
first by some comic character-dance,
and then by some very credibly executed dance numbers. Surprisingly, it
was the Fairy Godmother, performed
by Lesli Wiesner, who excelled both
technically and artistically, rather than
Cinderella, danced by Evette DeMarco. Prince Charming, performed by
Reid Olson, was an adequate, if not
inspired principle dancer.
Putting the performance of the
L.A. Ballet aside, the appearance of
the Pantages Theatre alone made the
evening a success. The results of the
recent revitalization of this theater are
exceptional and I would encourage
anyone to attend one of the upcoming
events, if only for the purpose of enjoying an evening spent in an elegant
and beautiful atmosphere.

Lewis and Clark Law School
!A

SPECLAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
LDIES 10K GOLD
ADAGIO 1 20. 01 . 0
ALL

11(

-

abLIR

MENS 10K GOLD
CARAVEL 20

See Your lostens Representative for details of Jostens Easy Payment Plans.

z2.-24

1i-3:00
Timc

lblc

k
I'LJ(C

All interested students are invited to attend an information session
about the Lewis and Clark Law School.
Wednesday, February 22, 1984
1:15 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Career Development Center
Library, Room 225
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UPS

students,

4304 Sixth Avenue
756-0700
Tacoma
(one block east of Stevens)

i

USED TYPEWRITER SALE
10%

faculty staff

discount with coupon

COMPLETELY RECONDITIONED MANUAL AND
ELECTRIC SMITH CORONAS WITH A ONE
YEAR PARTS AND SERVICE WARRANTY
manuals from:

elect rics from:

SMITH CORONA

authorized dealer
(Limited to stock on hand)
maximum allowance on trade-ins
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her critically-acclaimed works as a
writer, poet, recording artist and journalist. the recipient of many award
and honors, including a commend
tjon from the National Council
Negro Women, Giovanni currently
an editorial consultant to Enco
American and Worldwide Neik
magazines and writes the syndicatt
column, "One Woman's Voice."
The event is sponsored by the UP
Black Student Union and di
Associated Students of UPS.
General admission is $3 and the
public is invited.
Tickets are available at the Tacoma
Mall Bon Marche ticket outlet and at
the UPS Information Booth in the
Student Union Building.
For more information, ca
756-3366.

5ean Cross & Ken lrench

Local talent plays Cellar
by Brent Nice
The Cellar was peaceful and quiet
Wednesday night. There were no
video-gamesters frantically thumping
on the Track-n-Field game in the corner, to my great relief. The quiet was
replaced by the pleasant murmer of a
patiently waiting audience. Their patience was rewarded by the mellow
tones of Sean Cross on the saxophone
and the keyboard expertise of Ken
French.

MWk Review,
The two worked as one, never
missing a lick, charming the audience
with a cool, laid-back style. They
served a musical feast with each selection they played.
Cross was able to make his sax-

-

ophone convey a wide variety of emotions, from a wailing blues sob to a
super soulful ballad.
French's keyboard work was sensational; his skillful fingers were in
control every step of the way.
Of course there was some comedy
involved in the act to loosen the audience up: the duo played a Beatle's
medley which lasted less than 30
seconds. They also adopted a kind of
'coo1 cat' style of announcing selections that was reminiscent of the 50's
beatnik coffee houses.
Their music? Well, it was
phenomenal, ranging from modem to
early blues and jazz such as Billy Holiday and Charlie Parker. Their music
was hot, precise and smooth; one
dynamite combination.

•

Giovanni to
speak at UPS
Nikki Giovanni, New York Times
syndicated comlumnist and black
spokeswoman, will speak at the
University of Puget Sound campus on
February 23, at 8 p.m. in Kilworth
Chapel.

Lecture
Giovanni 's presentation will focus
on her experiences as a black, a
woman and a mother, and will echo

Nikki Giovanni

Ram's Old Place
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ELINS S -HEN DE 5 I6N5/ -?
59 1 5 6Tt-1. AVE. 14I614L.AND

HILL

Live Music and Dancing
Friday a n d Saturday-9:30

iPDT. OR WAL.I< IN WELCOME
OPEN

9-5

561 - 870 7

MONDAYS ONLY

®

400

ri

14!

4 p.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
All day Sunday

O FF

REGULAR HAIRCUT 3,00
5.00
MENS STYLES
I WOMENS STYLEs
5.00
I Cl-I I LDIEN STYLES
34o 4.00
BRING COUPON

FEBRUARY COUPoN SPECIAL
Only 5 minutes from UPS
17 February 1984

Happy Hour

Food Specials
Monday-hamburgers
Tues. & Thurs.-steaks
2 for 1 +$1.00

564-9454

19th & Mildrec
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Snorts Beat

Running
advice...

Lacrosse: fastest ame on foot
by Neil McCurdy
For those of you who may be
wondering or are slightly interested,
those people you see on Todd Hall
field running around with sticks and
masks are not taking part in a tribal
dance. On the contrary, they are the
1984 U.P.S. Men's Lacrosse Team,
practicing maneuvers, planning
strategy, getting muddy and, of
course, preparing for the upcoming
season.
For those of you who are not
familiar with lacrosse, a brief explanation is required. Lacrosse is claimed to
be the fastest game on foot, and if
you get a chance to see the team play,
you'll know that this claim is true.
Lacrosse incorporates concentration,
agility and coordination of eyes,
hands and feet at a particularly fast
speed. Solid rubber balls are thrown
from sticks with leather pouches.
These pouches can fling a ball across a
field at 40 mph. With quick hands
and concentration, team members attempt to pocket the ball in the opponent's net, much like hockey.
This year's team has been hard at
work since February 6th, when formal
: workouts began. Under the advice
and guidance of senior Chris
McReynolds, the approximately
25-man team has met for daily practices. ''There are a lot of really good
guys turning out this year and it
should be one of our best seasons,"
said McReynolds.
Last year the team placed second in

division B of the Pacific Northwest
Lacrosse Association's Tournament,
which was held in Portland. This
year the team is hoping for another
victory, but they face two traditionally tough opponents, the University of
Washington and Western
Washiniton University.

Mitch Wilkes, John O'Donnell, Peter
Bishop and Neil Ambrose.
The team will have weekly matches against other state and local
universities with the first two games
of the season being February 25-26 in
Walla Walla against Whitman and
Whitworth.

Week's Events
Friday, Feb. 17:
Women's Basketball at St. Martin's
Swimming
Pac West Conference
Championships
at Eugene
Pac West mv.
Saturday, Feb. 18:
at University of
Men's Basketball
Alaska in Anchorage
Wednesday, Feb. 22:
Women's Tennis Evergreen at UPS
Women's Basketball Seattle U at UPS
Western at UPS
Men's Basketball
Sport's Beat is sponsored by your
local Domino's Pizza delivery store.

McKeynolds is an avid player who
was one of the founding members of
the team four years ago. He is now
playing a goalie position and coaching
the team. This year's starting lineup
is tentatively composed of Nick
Calcagni, Jeff Roberts, Geoff Allard,
Todd Radcliff, Kevin Flannigan,

A clinic is being offered for runners
planning to participate in the Emerald
City Marathon in March. The clinic,
which will include speakers such as
Olympic Coach Ken Foreman and Dr.
John Thayer, an orthopedic surgeon,
will be held on Saturday, February
25, at Overlake Hospital. For more
information, or to register for the clinic, please call Overlake Hospital at
462-5152 .... Also in conjunction
with the Emerald City Marathon is
the 17th Annual Emerald City Sports
Medicine and Conditioning Seminar.
It will be held at the Seattle Sheraton
Hotel on March 16 and 17. Some
major issues included in this year's
seminar are drug usage and testing,
and other biomechanical tactics. For
more information, contact Laura
Simonton or Beverly Richdale at
the Sports Medicine Clinic & Seminar
at (206) 782-3383. Prefer to write
or stop by? Their address is 1551
NW 54th St., Suite 200, Seattle,
WA 98107.

ME YOU SMART ENOUGH
TO SAVE YOUR PARENTS
THE COST OF COLLEGE?
You are, if you win an Army ROTC s&h Iarship When you win one of our scholarhip,we pay your tuition, lxxks, lab fees and other toidemie cxpcnscs Well also give YOU
up to $l,T a year extra. And when you graduate, we it make you an Army othcer.
But you have to be more than smart to win. Well consider your extracurricular,
leadership and athletic activities. And if you reach the finals, well meet with you for a personal
interview.

For more information about how to avoid overburdening you parents, contact CPT Meno at 964-6574 or
the Professor of Military Sdence at Seattle University (626-57751

-

Ladies Night Thursday, 7-close
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Logger soccer team catches indoor fever
Beads of sweat dance upon the taut
skin of your forehead— that forehead
throbbing with the waves of hot
blood swimming about your brain.
Your heart drums the bumdiddybum
beat of a lovesick buck in pursuit of
doe. Your entire body shakes from the
pent-up enthusiasm you need to pursue one of the world's youngest indoor sports—you have indoor soccer
fever.
For Rich Warlick and eleven other
onetime or current UPS men's soccer
players, the prescription for their happy malady is found Tuesday nights in
Federal Way, in the Frank Barton Indoor Soccer Club. Divided into two
units, UPS Team 1 and UPS Team 2,
the players compete in the Premier
Division, the highest level of competition available for any of the 150
teams involved in this amateur soccer
alignment.
Warlick, assistant Logger soccer
coach this past season after starring
for Coach John Duggan 's charges the
three previous campaigns, doubles as
both player and team manager for
UPS Team 2. He likens the game to
hockey in that the indoor contests
'are really physical, and the field at
Barton's is like a hockey rink with
astro-turf. The walls are constructed
basically of boards brought up from a
hockey rink in Portland.''
Yet the game definition cannot be
limited to a comparison to hockey,
because indoor soccer also incorporates elements of basketball (indoor
games are divided into quarters,
rather than periods or halves) and, of
course, outdoor soccer. "The indoor
game is quicker, and because of the
constant activity it's easier to get
pretty tired. But I like the outdoor
game better, because I think you can
be more creative" says the midfielder
who performed on the defunct Seattle
Sounders practice squads and also
tried out for the newly formed
Tacoma Stars this summer in pursuit
of his soccer passion.
The indoor game has its merits in
that the arenas allow the outdoor
player to refine his skills in comfortable surroundings. It also allows
some players to gain experience and
expose talents. ''Tex Owens and
Mark Hellencamp both are control
type ballplayers who are helping

SCOREBOARD
Men's Basketball
Feb. 9 at Central Washington 73-62
Feb. 13 Brewster Packing 97-103
Women's Basketball
Feb. 9 at Central Washington 68-83
Feb. 13 at Seattle University 58-57
Feb. 14 Seattle Pacific 49-62
Women's Tennis
Feb. 10 Southern Oregon State 7-2
Feb. 11 Seattle University 10-0
17

February

1984

Team 2 out alot, and Matt Smith is a
prolific goal scorer. He's averaging
something like 4 or 5 goals a game
(for Team 1)," Warlike said.
Smith's 'missle toes' add to the
excitement the indoor game generates
for the fan, with scores typically
mounting into the 10-9 range. Next

Tuesday night, the Logger contingents face off for the second time
this season (UPS Team 2 won the
first battle). With four games remaining in the 10 game- 10 week regular
season, UPS Team 2 (4-2 won-loss
record) seems to have the edge in the
chase for the playofs: although the

Team 1 record of 2-3-1 keeps them in
contention, also.
Admission to the general public i'i
free, and kickoff time is 7:30. By
following 1-5 North into Federal Way
and taking the second Federal Way
320th Street exit past Sea-Tac Mall,
you too can catch the fever.

Jf
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"Can he really create' 'a girl whispered.
"Heavens no!"Artharexciazrned.
"He never created an ad in his l,/'"

They Laughed When I Sat Down
to Create an Ad
But When I Won the Competition!=
A

RTHUR had recently created
an ad for his Advertising 101
class. The room rang with
accolades for his accomplishment. I
decided that this would be a dramatic
moment for me to make my debut. To
the amazement of all of my friends, I
strode confidently over to the typewriter and sat down.
"Jack is up to his old tricks:" somebody chuckled. The crowd laughed.
They were all certain that I couldn't
create a single thing.
"Can he really create?" I heard a girl
whisper to Arthur.
"Heavens, no!" Arthur exclaimed.
"He never created an ad in all his life
But just you watch him. This is
going to be good."
I decided to make the most of the
situation. With mock dignity I took a
blank piece of paper from the drawer
and with a flourish inserted it behind
the platen and rolled it in place. Then
I rose and adjusted the chair and threw
back my imaginary tuxedo tails.
"What do you think of his execution?" called a voice from the rear.
"We're in favor of it!" came back the
answer, and the crowd rocked with
laughter.

Where did you learn?" - "How
long have you studied?" - "Who was
your teacher?"
"Creating advertising is an art and
a science:' I replied. "With just a little
self confidence and some study on the
principles I've discovered that I have
talent. I'm now ready to try my hand
and enter the 1984 College Newspaper
Creative Advertising Competition."
"Tell us more about the Competition,' they all demanded.

How I Found Out About
1984 College Newspaper

A Complete Triumph!
As the last words filled the paper, 1
sketched a writer's rough of the layout
and illustration. The room resounded
with a sudden roar of applause. I found
myself surrounded by excited faces.
How my friends carried on! Men shook
my hand - wildly con gratulatedme —
pounded me on the back in their
enthusiasm! Everybo dy was exclaiming with delight - plying me with
rapidquestions .
Jack! Why didn't
you tell us you could 'reate like that?"

First Place

the

Winning ad placed in all
participating college
newspapers nationwide.
$3,000 Scholarship
CMA "Golden Pencil" Award

Creative Advertising
Competititon
And then I explained that the College Media Advisers, my college newspaper and Dodge Division of The New
Chrysler Corporation were sponsoring
a Creative Advertising Competition
open to all students on campus. "The
Competition is really swell," I
exclaimed.

Second Place
$1,000 Scholarship
CMA "Silver Pencil" Award

Third Place
$500 Scholarship
CMA "Bronze Pencil" Award

Send for All the
Competition Information
There are no entry fees. Pick up an
entry form at this participating college newspaper office, or fill out the
entry form included in this ad.

Then I Started to Create
Instantly a tense silence fell on the
guests. The laughter died on their lips
as if by magic. I created a copy
approach and headline. I heard gapes
of amazement. My friends sat breathless — spellbound!
I wrote on and as I wrote I forgot the
people around me. I forgot the hour, the
place, the breathless crowd. The little
world I lived in seemed to fade seemed to grow dim - unreal. Only the
creativity was real. Only the concept
and visions it brought me. Visions as
beautiful and as changing as the classic advertising of John Caples and
other great masters.

develop one print advertisement featuring the 1984 subject product - the
1984 Dodge Daytona Turbo Z. You may
work alone or in teams.
The submissions will be reviewed by
the national judging committee and
each campus winner will have his/her
ad appear in the sponsoring college
newspaper.
First, Second and Third Place
national winners will be selected by the
same panel. The national awards are:

The 1984 Dodge Daytona Turbo Z
Competition Subject Product
Then I told them the whole story.
"I saw in interesting ad in the campus newspaper," I continued. "It
sounded challenging."
"It's a national contest judged by
advertising professionals and practitioners. I sent for the Competition Kit
and got all the rules and procedures.
They even sent me actual marketing
reference on the subject product with
copy points and objectives."
"The information arrived promptly
and I started in that very night to
study the background. I was amazed to
see how easy it was to participate."
"My entry is due on March 24 and I
just know that I'll be a finalist."

LCM
,A ]
:

1984 College Newspaper
Creative Advertising Competition
P.O. Box 121
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(201) 874.4923
Please send me the Competition Kit.
Name

State
I

•

•

•

Fame and Fortune Awaits
You too, can now enter the 1984 College Newspaper Creative Advertising
Competition. Entering students must

Zip

Telephone(
Sponsoring Coiiege Nee 'spaper

John Caples wrote the classic advertisement: "They Laughed When! Sat Down at the Piano,"
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Come and meet your
newest neighbor. The Red
Robin Burger & Spirits
Emporium.
America's Gourmet
Burger Maker & Master
Mixologist wants you and
your friends to sample the
goodies he's brought to
town. All served in an
atmosphere of fun and
frivolity.

"

favorite cocktail. Or
one of our famous
liquor concoctions.
Or even one of our
many quality wines.

J)

d

WE'RE OPEN
PAST YOUR
BEDTIME

FOR OPENERS,
28 GOURMEI'
BURGERS.
At last tall, this is
how mans' we serve. But
our always-experimenting
chef is continually on the
kX)kOUt I( r new combina
ti( )flS, S() ( ) flt be surprised
if he sneiks an ther ne
in every n''w and then.
Our bur gtrs range fo rn
the best All-American
Cheeseburger in the
lower 48 to Knife 'n Forkers
like the Godfather, the
El Taco Burger, the Royal
Chicken Burger and (ither
smothered in tangy sauces.
exotic garnishes, olives.
eggs, pineapple. . (the list
is nearly endless.)

Eerv )1lC is hiit o a
solid foundation —a full
1/ pound of choice freshly
ground sirloin. Seasoned
with our secret spces and
broiled to preserve its
optimum fl;iv i and juiciness. After just one taste,
you'll agree other hamburgers should be tarred
and feathered!

(IDlER GRFM EATS.
Man (and certainly
woman) does not live by
burger alone. So we offer

Whenever the craving
hits you, come on in. We're
open 11:00am.to2a.m.
Monday-Friday and 8:00
a. m -2 a. rn. Saturday &
Sunday. So we're the perfect place for breakfast,
lunch, dinner (Cr an
after-the-fact snack.

/

Like salads. We ser ye
the best darn Spinach Salad
in town. 5 .awd. in fact.
that it
tiki pen . . : 1
Popeve's peep'- And iir
lac() Sala(l I' SC authentiC..
i'll he tftaid t' i (IlInk
I lie atC'r.
And :teak. 1_ike
p )Uild I nnie Skill "it,i ..
Or Southern style Bar-B-Q
Ribs or fried chicken.
Not to he overl(xked is
our French Onion S CUJ).
Made with so many 0111(1
Ronnie is afraid we'll
create a national shortage.
lfyou're a fish 'n chips
fan, Fhe
Robin

for you. Icelandic cod pre
pared from a special recipe
we borrowed from the
Queen's chef.
.\nO n atisf V 'or
sweet beak, we feature
tantalizing desserts. Fo )ni
cheesecake like Mother
tried to inakt' to the Fat
Robins h)llV. Inch
been the demise of mans'
ifl ice cream freak.

UF'f YOUR SPIRITS
WItH y()(Jj(
FAVORITE ADULT '
BEVERAGE.
Renìeniher,
were a burger
(mu sj)lI'its enip
C.)

I)
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IT WON'T COST'IOU
IOUR NEST EGG.
\oull be amazed at how
reas( nably-pnced a really
x)d meal at The Red
obin is. Sure. it'safarcrv

w

TACOMA
MALL

- SICCL( ST

'.5

fi , mthc li. cen t .h;uiibtirger
days of years g ne by. but
we feel America's favonte
meal is deserving of it fate
iiuch better than that.
So stop in. And see what
The Red Robin has on tap
f' r von. And tell him a
little red bird sent you.
-'S

,5NERJCAS (,Ot'RMfl' BURGER MAKER,,,,
& MASTER %IIXOLOGIST,,,

treat
3901 S. Steele St., Tacoma
473-7447
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YURI'CROAKS.1
The death of UPS President Yuri
A. Fibbsovichonovski has touched off
a fierce internal power struggle.
Although outwardly all remains calm,
severa' important members of the ad-.
ministration have set their bids for
power in motion.
The man presently believed to be
in the strongest position is the
Minister of Internal Affairs, Devo
Datsun. Although some observers
believe the distance of Datsun 's office
from the center of power may prove a
liability, others contend his authorship
of the infamous Blanc Papier (BP)
more than compensates for his
geographical isolation.
The BP is the latest policy from the
administration on pacification of the
student body. By using certain mind
control techniques and the establishment of a new informant system for
the secret police called the Peer Advisor Program, or PAP, the administration has eliminated most
unrest from the populace. Those dissident students caught by PAP have

been sent to the Psychology Department for ''observation."
Fierce competition is expected,
however, from the ''Great
Reformer," Jon Mavis. Mavis,
known for his reformation of the
academic calendar, is not isolated as
Datsun is. However, many conservatives who fought his reformation of
the calendar are adamantly opposed to
his candidacy.
The other two major figures in the
administration, Georgi Millski, the
foreign minister, and Ray Campana,
the chancellor of the exchequers are
not believed to be in contention for
the presidency. However, both men
will certainly play a strong role in the
selection of a new leader, and may
eventually participate in some new
power-sharing program
Regardless of who seizes power in
the ''Little Kremlin of the 'West,
policy is not expected to change
substantially. Observers believe the
bureaucracy is far too insular to permit
-
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(D TO HELP
ME REAP THE

VALE 0K TORY

APPRESS, 15 M.
FAIRCILP,MY
REMEDIAL
I READINÔ TEACHER.

flu
The Combat Zone is intended as a
satirical work and, as such, has been
set off from the rest of the newspaper.

R E LAX El

The death of President Fibbsovichonovski has plunged the UPS
community into mourning. The late
president is survived by his wife,
Gwen, and their dog, Missy.
Fibbsovichonovski was known for
many things. His Fireside Chats were
particularly well-known, with such
diverse attendees as the Arab League
(see photo) and his protege, Devo
Datsun. His Press Secretary, Grigori
Brewski, best summed up Fibbsovichonovski 's list of accomplishments: "Yuri was known for
many things, but perhaps most
substantive were his mottos for a UPS
education. Education for a lifetime,
choices for a lifetime, jogging for a
lifetime, dog care for a lifetime,
fashion for a lifetime . and if you
didn't like it, Siberia for a lifetime.
This is what history will remember
Yuri for." We couldn't have said it
better ourselves, comrade.
Dos
..

Vidania,Yuri. R.I.P.
''We'll have to change the name of
the Bow Tie sandwich. '' The Cellar
"We'll miss his wise advise and gentle leadership. '' Greg Hunter,
—

—

Politics & Government Department
''It's a time to reopen
dialogue. " PLU
Carter
Jimmy
'Isn't
President? '—Joe Etudiant
—
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